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Straightforward questions are marked †
Tripos standard (but not necessarily Tripos length) questions are marked ∗

Relational Databases

1. ∗ The Engineering department has decided to use a database to keep track of
which practicals students have completed. When a practical has been signed
off, the student is entered into the database along with the title of the practical
completed. The design of the table ‘completed=(student,lab)’ is:

completed
student lab
Murphy Networking over RS232
Murphy Wireless networking
Murphy Image processing on FPGAs
Libby Wireless networking
Libby Image processing on FPGAs
Libby FPGA design in verilog
Cook FPGA design in verilog
Cook Welded steel structures

The course is very modular and students can choose any modules. In order
to pass a module, students must complete all labs in that module. If only
some labs within a module are taken, then those labs will not contribute to
the student’s final mark.

Quite a number of students end up taking labs which never contribute to the
final mark. Therefore a column has been added to the database to indicate
whether or not the module associated with a particular lab has been completed.
The new design of the table is as follows:

completed
student lab module completed
Murphy Networking over RS232 yes
Murphy Wireless networking yes
Murphy Image processing on FPGAs no
Libby Wireless networking no
Libby Image processing on FPGAs yes
Libby FPGA design in verilog yes
Cook FPGA design in verilog no
Cook Welded steel structures no
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The director of studies can now find which students have labs which do not
contribute to their final mark with a query such as:

Πstudent(σmodule completed=“no”(completed))

When a student completes all labs in a module, the “module completed” at-
tribute is changed for that student. The C++ code for signing off a student
is below. Assume that the do_sql() function performs SQL queries on the
relevant database and returns a std::vector of tuples.

void insert_completed_lab(string student, string lab)

{

//Do query like INSERT INTO students VALUES (’Gibson’, ’Welded steel structures’, ’no’)

do_sql("INSERT INTO students VALUES (’" + student + "’, ’" + lab + "’, ’no’)");

vector<tuple> r; //Returned tuples from an SQL query

//Search for the two networking modules for student

//The two modules are "Networking over RS232" and "Wireless Networking"

r = do_sql("SELECT * FROM students WHERE student=’" + student + "’ AND

lab IN (’Networking over RS232’, ’Wireless Networking’)");

//If the student has done all of them, then update the module_completed attribute

if(r.size() == 2)

do_sql("UPDATE course SET module_completed=’yes’ WHERE student=’" + student + "’ AND

lab IN (’Networking over RS232’, ’Wireless Networking’)");

//Do the same for the FPGA course, "Image processing on FPGAs" and "FPGA design in verilog"

r = do_sql("SELECT * FROM students WHERE student=’" + student + "’ AND

lab IN (’Image processing on FPGAs’, ’FPGA design in verilog’)");

if(r.size() == 2)

do_sql("UPDATE course SET module_completed=’yes’ WHERE student=’" + student + "’ AND

lab IN (’Image processing on FPGAs’, ’FPGA design in verilog’)");

//Do the same for the structures course, "Welded steel structures" and "Earth banks"

r = do_sql("SELECT * FROM students WHERE student=’" + student + "’ AND

lab IN (’Welded steel structures’, ’Earth banks’)");

if(r.size() == 2)

do_sql("UPDATE course SET module_completed=’yes’ WHERE student=’" + student + "’ AND

lab IN (’Welded steel structures’, ’Earth banks’)");

}

(a) Is the ‘completed’ relation well normalized? You may wish to consider
whether any data is duplicated and if it is possible to insert inconsistent
information into the database. Also discuss the design in terms of how
easy it is to extract useful information from the database and how easy
it is to alter modules without introducing bugs.

(b) Design a well normalized database schema for the task which does not
rely on a complex function for inserting entries.

(c) Write down in relational algebra and SQL the query to find which modules
students are enrolled in.
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(d) Hence write down in relational algebra and SQL the query to find the list
of labs students will need to have done in order to complete their enrolled
modules. You will need to look up how to use brackets in SQL.

(e) Hence write down in relational algebra and SQL the query to find which
students have labs which do not contribute to their final mark. The query
should also list the labs yet to be completed.

(f) Databases tend to deal with selects of selects rather inefficiently. Ma-
nipulate the expression in the previous answer so that it only needs one
select statement.

Note that if you join a table with itself the result has ambiguous attribute
names. In relational algebra, the ρnewname(relation) operator can be used
to temporarily rename tables in order to avoid ambiguity. In SQL, the
AS clause is used, for example, to get all possible pairings of students
including self pairings:

SELECT DISTINCT completed.student, tmp.student FROM completed, completed AS tmp;

(g) Write a query to find all students who have not done a lab on the net-
working course.

(h) Write a query to find all students who have completed the FPGA course.

Transaction Processing

2. (a) Explain what is meant by an optimistic and a pessimistic concurrency
control scheme.

(b) State whether an optimistic or a pessimistic policy is likely to produce a
more efficient system in each of the following cases:

i. A flight booking system;

ii. A police criminal database;

iii. A database maintaining patient records.

In each case, give reasons for your answer.

3. The intended actions are shown below for four concurrent transactions (T1
to T4) operating on six resourses (A,B,C,D,E,F). The database is designed to
provide ACID using strict two phase locking. You may assume that the action
R.read automatically attempts to obtain a shared lock on the resource R, and
the action R.write automatically attempts to obtain an exclusive lock. When
does deadlock first occur? Draw the wait-for-graph at this point to show the
waiting relationships. Will any of the transactions commit?
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time action transaction
1 A.read 1
2 A.read 2
3 E.read 2
4 B.read 4
5 C.read 3
6 A.write 3
7 E.write 2
8 D.write 3
9 B.read 1
10 D.write 1
11 B.write 1
12 commit 1
13 C.write 4
14 commit 4
15 F.read 2
16 commit 2
17 F.write 3
18 commit 3
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